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Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 5 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	Silverlight is a web-based platform from Microsoft that can be used to build Rich Internet Applications

	(RIAs). Of the many new possibilities it enables, one of its key focuses is as a platform for building

	business applications. Community support for the technology has been overwhelmingly positive, and

	Microsoft has gone on to use...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4.5 in C# (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	ASP.NET is Microsoft’s platform for developing web applications. Using ASP.NET, you can create e-commerce

	shops, data-driven portal sites, and just about anything else you can find on the Internet. Best of all, you don’t

	need to paste together a jumble of HTML and script code in order to program the Web. Instead, you can...
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Dependency Injection in .NET Core 2.0: Make use of constructors, parameters, setters, and interface injection to write reusable and loosely-coupled codePackt Publishing, 2017

	Inject dependencies and write highly maintainable and flexible code using the new .NET Core DI Engine


	About This Book

	
		Identify when to use the constructors, parameters, setters, or Interface Injection, for best results
	
		Build dependencies not only for MVC within .NET but also for other...
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The Art of Performance Engineering: Learn Performance Optimization techniques to ensure high performance of your application.Independent Publishers Group, 2021

	Performance Engineering is the core of all software products!! By improving the performance of their application, an enterprise can provide better user experience which leads to increased revenue. The cause of most performance issues is bottlenecks around CPU Utilization, Memory Access and Input/Output devices. There are methods to identify...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Reporting ServicesApress, 2005
At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed substantially in the past 15 years.
The report designer lays out report objects, which contain data from a known data source, in
a design application such as Crystal Reports or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report
execution, verifies the accuracy of the...
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Novell Linux Certification Practicum Lab ManualNovell Press, 2005
Familiarize yourself with practicum exams to successfully take  either the Novell Certified Linux Professional (CLP) or the Novell  Certified Linux Engineer (CLE) exam with the Novell Linux  Certification Practicum Lab Manual. The first half of the book  consists of exercises with scenarios and...
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Java Development with AntManning Publications, 2002
This book is about Ant, the award-winning Java build tool. Ant has become the centerpiece of so many projects’ build processes because it is easy to use, is platform independent, and addresses the needs of today’s projects to automate testing and deployment. From its beginnings as a helper application to compile Tomcat, Sun’s (now...
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Professional Windows PowerShell (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Professional Windows® PowerShell
Forget everything you know about the Windows command line because you're about to enter a whole new ballgame. Windows PowerShell provides a new environment for interactive exploration and administration of Windows machines that's different from and more consistent than what you've previously used on Windows...
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Beginning C# 2005 Databases: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006

	Beginning C# 2005 Databases: From Novice to Professional teaches you everything you need to know about relational databases, the SQL database language, and ADO.NET 2.0. You'll also get a sound start in developing console, Windows Forms, ASP.NET, and even XML database applications.


	This book also teaches you database...
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Pro T-SQL 2005 Programmer's Guide (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro T-SQL 2005 Programmer's Guide provides comprehensive and detailed coverage of all the major features and facilities of T-SQL for SQL Server 2005. It is designed for all users of T-SQL, database administrators, systems administrators, application developers, and end-users, who want to learn how to exploit the power of T-SQL. Whatever...
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Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET (White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET provides corporate developers with the .NET Framework techniques necessary to build distributed and reusable business systems in VB.NET. Covered topics include: VB.NET and the .NET Framework architecture and language concepts; building distributed applications with VB.NET using...
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A Developer's Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server: Covering SQL Server 2005 and 2008Addison Wesley, 2008
Model SQL Server Databases That Work Better, Do More, and Evolve More Smoothly 

Effective data modeling is essential to ensuring that your databases will perform well, scale well, and evolve to meet changing requirements. However, if you’re modeling databases to run on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or 2005, theoretical...
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